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STABLE TABLES,
A PROFITABLE CONCEPT.
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Wobbly tables, folded napkins under table legs, difficult 

adjustment screws and irritated guests are all but a 

memory. StableTable® is a new, patented, solution 

which automatically adjusts the table to any uneven 

surface. Regardless of where you place a table from 

StableTable® , it will always find a steady position. 

No added weight is needed. On the contrary, the light 

tables can easily be moved around to create extra or 

differently arranged seating. Make the best use of the 

seating area, while reducing both the number of 

working hours and broken glasses!
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StableTable® is a fully mechanical 
patented system with two self-
adjusting legs. 
The unique self-stabilizing system sits 
well protected inside the centre pillar 
away from dirt, rain, snow and other 
external influence. No need for service 
or maintenance. 
Automatically the legs adjusts to both 
grooves and bumps and manage 
height differences up to 25 mm and 
works equally well on cobble stone, 
tiled or uneven floors, indoors and 
outdoors



PROBLEM SOLVING.
EVERYWHERE!
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The problem with wobbly tables exists everywhere, 

both indoors and outdoors. It is obvious on cobble 

stones or paved areas, but can be equally frustrating 

on tiles or wooden floors.

Having to adjust wobbly tables and not being able to 

freely arrange the seating area, is a waste of valuable 

time and reduces efficiency. StableTable® is a flexible 

solution which offers benefits in all environments, 

doing so with style and flair. The classic design of the 

patented base can be combined with any choice of 

table top to create a welcoming and unique 

atmosphere.
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SMART SOLUTIONS, 
INCREASED FLEXIBILITY.
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StableTable® opens a world of possibilities when it 

comes to furnishing, design and ambience. 

The unique solution is hidden inside the pillar and 

the table base comes in several heights, sizes and 

colours. Every StableTable® has the same unique 

stability and flexibility, whether you choose a bar 

table, coffee shop table, dining table or lounge table. 

Extra sturdy designs are available for use in 

particularly demanding environments.



TABLE BASES

TABLE TOPS

EASY TO WORK WITH

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
SMART

 

 

PROFITABLE
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StableTable ® Classic is suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. The table base is available
in four di�erent heights (bar/poseur, counter, dinner/café and lounge) and a number of
di�erent sizes for maximum �exibility. StableTable ® Extreme is created especially for tough
and exposed environments. It comes in stainless steel. For a complete overview of the
product portfolio, please visit our website www.stabletable.se   

UNIQUE FUNCTIONALITY

StableTable® is a simple and smart investment which quickly pays for itself. More seats 
generate more income. With StableTable® it becomes easy to optimise the use of your 
seating area in a flexible manner. You will attract and satisfy more customers at a lower cost, 
and free up time to care for them.

StableTable® bases are manufactured in a certified factory in Sweden. This makes for short 
transport distances and efficient deliveries all across Europe. StableTable® products are fully 
recyclable and produced to the highest quality standards, according to the Scandinavian 
design tradition. 

The unique, patented StableTable® base can be fitted with any type of table top irrespecitive of 
type, shape or quality to create a unique design and atmosphere. There is an unlimited choice 
of new table tops – or buy the stand on its own for use with existing tops.

StableTable® Classic is suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. The table base is availa-
ble in three different heights (bar/poseur, dinner/café and lounge) and a number of different 
sizes for maximum flexibility. StableTable® Extreme in stainless steel is created especially 
for tough and exposed environments. StableTable® Classic Flip Top is fitted with a folding 
mechanism for easy handling and minimum storage space.

The smart solution, with its self-adjusting system, makes StableTable® easy to work with. 
Re-arrange a table for four, into two tables for two, in seconds. Add or move a table without 
ever having to adjust it. Levelling screws, folded napkins, wobbly tables and complaining 
customers are all history! 

The StableTable® base has one fixed and one movable pair of legs. The mechanical 
system, placed in the pillar, regulates the movement of the legs. As soon as the table stands 
in a stable position, the legs will automatically lock. Every time the table is lifted, the legs will 
unlock and the table automatically adjusts to its new position. 

60-120cm

Up to 
110x70cm

50x50 to 
90x90cm
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WOBBLE-FREE TABLES

SELF-ADJUSTING

MANAGE BUMPS AND

GROOVES UP TO 20-25MM

WORK IN- AND OUTDOORS

INCREASED

FLEXIBILITY

MORE SEATS

EASY TO MOVE

SATISFIED

CUSTOMERS

“No more wobbly tables!”

®

Stora Södergatan 31
SE-222 23 Lund
Sweden
+46 (0)46 15 15 50
info@stabletable.se
www.stabletable.se
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